We Know How To
Capture Energy

Welcome
Alt-Group is a leader in providing sustainable energy solutions through
our core values of quality, service, innovation, knowledge, efﬁciency and
environment.
Our Alt-Solar and Alt-Energi divisions, operating under the Alt-Group
brand, specialise in the supply, installation and maintenance of renewable
energy solutions.
Highly regarded for our attentive, personal service, we are proud to
present examples of our installations.
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ALT-GROUP Products & Services

ALT-GROUP Products & Services

TAKE CONTROL OF
YOUR ENERGY CONSUMPTION
We create, develop and install renewable energy products,
generating energy for your business and also a valuable income.
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Solar PV

Charging Points

Battery Storage

Voltage Optimisation

Service

Monitoring

Easy to install, these systems
can generate all the electricity
you need and more.

Stay powered and in charge
of your vehicle with efficient
charging points.

Energy when you need it,
with a range of capacities to
suit all businesses and homes.

Save money by regulating and
optimising your power supply.

Servicing to ensure maximum
performance and compliance.

Onsite and remote
monitoring to optimise
system performance.
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ALT-SOLAR Survey, Apply, Design & Install

ALT-SOLAR Survey, Apply, Design & Install

SPECIALISTS IN THE INSTALLATION OF
SOLAR PV
Solar PV is a Proven Technology
Solar PV is an excellent solution for agricultural, commercial and industrial buildings, with many additional
benefits. Easy to install, Solar PV connects to your own electrical system and converts all the energy
generated to be utilised on site. In turn, any excess power can be fed back into the National Grid, providing
an additional income stream.
Highly regarded for our attentive, personal service, we provide Solar PV installations for your business supported with extensive experience in the field of renewable energy installation.
Our team keep pace with technological advancements, and the latest methods of installation and
maintenance. We are the experts providing advice on the best ways in which you can financially benefit
from renewables.

We will handle every aspect of your Solar PV installation

We work with you on each step of your project in order to design the most efficient system for your site,
while managing and processing District Network Operator applications and system designs in-house.
We aim to provide quality and support all the way through install and post delivery.
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CASE STUDY Roof Mounted Solar PV

CASE STUDY Roof Mounted Solar PV

CASE STUDY
Solar PV completes the whole package at JRO Griffiths

System Key Facts and Predictions

JRO Griffiths Ltd, based in Shropshire, process 40,000 tonnes of potatoes per annum at their Barratts Field
Farm Plant.

-

Having previously installed a 4mW Ground Source Heat Pump system to provide heat, while benefitting
from the facility to chill 12 potato stores, JRO Griffiths’ focussed efforts on maximising the efficiency of the
overall site - with the aim to achieve affordable energy.
Robin Griffiths realised that with energy prices increasing and the additional electricity demand necessary
to run his new system that Solar PV was an obvious solution to a growing need. Alt-Group were at hand to
provide the perfect design and work with Robin on the install of 550kW solar PV system.

93 tonnes of CO2 emissions avoided per annum
502kW with 370w Longi Solar Panels
400,000 - units of energy produced per annum
Solis Inverters
£45,000 savings, assuming 70% of electricity is used on site
18.2% - projected first year return on capital invested, before capital allowance benefits
5.5 years system payback - before finance, tax and capital allowance benefits
£1,500,000 - Net benefit of system over 25 years, after indexation

* Figures based on September 2021 rates.

No FIT necessary.
Installing rooftop solar PV makes perfect business sense. JRO Griffiths understand the importance of
controlling their own energy costs and, over 25 years, its total annual income and savings will equal
£1,500,000. The initial investment will be paid back over 5.5 years without previous FIT benefits.
Robin Griffiths from JRO Griffiths explains…
“Alt have delivered a system that operates seamlessly alongside my existing technology whilst allowing me
to take control of my energy costs. The system allows me to be independent from the grid supply of
electricity, which are predicted to rise. Their team have managed each step of the process, exceeding
expectations and I look forward to working with Alt again in future.”
Solar PV will now provide Robin’s business with a substantial amount of its’ electricity needs. This will
further reduce its reliance on ever more expensive grid supplied electricity.
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CASE STUDY Ground Mounted Solar PV

CASE STUDY Ground Mounted Solar PV

CASE STUDY
Achieving maximum generation with Ground Mount Solar PV
at Manor Farm
Alt-Group were approached by existing service and maintenance customer, Andrew Morris at Manor Farm
who operate a poultry farm based near Leominster, Herefordshire.
The farm was consuming 400,000kWh’s per annum from the grid and looking to expand further over the
coming years. The site was already benefitting from an existing 100kWp of Solar PV with an export
agreement for 100kW.
Alt-Group undertook a full feasibility study with the Andrew at Manor Farm, the District Network Operator
and the local authority on the suitability of a ground mounted solar array to ensure capacity for Manor
Farms ever growing demand. Following this, Alt-Group were successfully awarded the project and
proceeded to secure a further grid connection for increased import capacity and Solar PV generation at
300kWp, followed by approval for planning permission of the Ground Mounted system.

System Key Facts and Predictions
-

70 tonnes of CO2 emissions avoided per annum
300kW with 450W JA Solar Panels
304,148 - units of energy produced per annum
Solis Inverters
£25,357.15 savings, assuming 60% of electricity is used on site
16.95% - projected first year return on capital invested, before capital allowance benefits
6.5 years system payback - before finance, tax and capital allowance benefits
£ 956,295.63 - Net benefit of system over 25 years, after indexation

* Figures based on September 2021 rates.

Planning granted.
The project was delivered timely in 2021, ensuring the customer is benefitting from more than 300,000
kWh’s of renewable energy and saving over 70,000 tonnes of CO2 per annum.
Andrew at Manor Farm, comments…
“With a large annual consumption from the grid, we were keen to introduce Ground Mount Solar to the
farm to optimise the existing system and achieve maximum generation.
Having worked with the group for some time on our service and maintenance for the farms Biomass Boilers
we knew that they would be the right team to navigate us through all the requirements a Ground Mount
install requires. Alt-Group worked on our behalf, keeping us informed throughout the whole planning
process, while securing our grid connection at the same time – saving us a lot of direct effort.”
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CASE STUDY Roof Mounted Solar PV

CASE STUDY Roof Mounted Solar PV

CASE STUDY
Focusing on Renewables at Heal Farm with Solar PV

System Key Facts and Predictions

Heal Farm is a multi-agricultural farm, farming Potatoes, Eggs, Oilseed and Rape, based in Shropshire.

-

The farm has a significant electricity demand in order to function and choose to work closely with
Alt-Group to maximise generation on site, sustainably.
There are 3 sites with the main unit drying grain and a further two focusing on: storing and conditioning
feed and storing and grading potatoes - along with several workshops. To provide affordable energy,
Alt-Group installed 550kW of roof mounted Solar-PV.
With a complex setup, Tony Heal understands the necessity of combating rising utility prices whilst
maintaining standards expected from such an entity. Alt-Group were at hand to provide advice and deliver
a solution that secures future efficiency and serviceability to an already successful business.

114 tonnes of CO2 emissions avoided per annum
550kW with 370w Longi Solar Panels
490,000 - units of energy produced per annum
Solis Inverters
£53,287 savings, assuming 80% of electricity is used on site
19.6% - projected first year return on capital invested, before capital allowance benefits
5.1 years system payback - before finance, tax and capital allowance benefits
£1,619,000 - Net benefit of system over 25 years, after indexation

* Figures based on September 2021 rates.

New technologies & innovations secured now and for future generations.
Installing rooftop solar PV makes perfect business sense. Tony Heal has always had new technologies and
innovations in mind when moving forward. Part of these technologies is the importance of controlling their
own energy costs. By introducing Solar-PV, Tony has not only secured savings in excess £1,600,000 over the
next 25 years, with a payback of 5.1 years but massively reduced his carbon footprint moving forward.
Tony explains…
“All of our produce is sold to customers through contracts, establishing both a market and a fixed price,
allowing us to concentrate on service, quality and yield. We are able to generate our own electricity through
the use of Solar panels on our potato sheds as well as the rooves of our Free-Range poultry units. Thus,
enabling us to meet some of our voluntary environmental goals. Energy efficiency, control and auditing is
paramount in our efforts and is already delivering significant energy savings.”
Solar PV will now provide Tony’s business with a substantial amount of its electricity needs. This will further
reduce their reliance on ever more expensive grid supplied electricity.
12
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ALT-SOLAR Solar PV Finance & Funding

ALT-SOLAR Solar PV Finance & Funding

FINANCE & FUNDING
OPTIONS

There are three ways to fund your solar installation:

We are committed to providing a secure system to a high standard and in the safest way, therefore
install costs will vary due to the roof type and installation method.

1 2 3
CAPITAL PURCHASE

The easiest method to
fund your Solar PV
project is using cash
in the bank.
By funding the system
in cash you will own the
asset from day one, with
the added benefits of not
worrying about interest
costs eating into your
return on investment.

PPA’S

For many businesses
the upfront capital
costs of a Solar PV
install is prohibitive
- especially in the
current economic
climate.

Power Purchase
Agreements will allow
you to install Solar PV
without any investment
at all, while benefiting
You will also be able to
from cheaper electricity. This proves a popular
take advantage of the Annual Investment
option to avoid pressure on cashflow and balance
Allowance (AIA) - allowing you to deduct the full
sheets. A PPA sees the solar install funded, operated
value of an item that qualifies from your profitrs
and managed by a third party - delivering maxiam
before tax. This is currently capped at £1 million per
benefit to both the host and the investors.
tax year.
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ASSET FINANCE

Renewable energy generation is capital intensive, as we
move towards net-zero there is a variety of ways of
funding a Solar PV for your business.
Asset finance allows businesses to borrow the money for an
installation project with funds secured against the assest that is
being purchased.
Asset finance is attractive to many businesses as it allows them to
leave their traditional security - such as property or land unencumbered. While also allowing for cash that may have been
used to fund the project to remain in the bank for core business
operations.

An additional benefit of assest finance is that it allows you to pay for your system over time using the savings and income that your array generates. In turn, reducing the impact on
cashflow that would come with purchasing the system outright.
We work with you to select the right funder - all of which have their own unique approaches.
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NEW BUILD INSTALLATION with Powell’s Construction & Co

NEW BUILD SOLAR PV
INSTALLATIONS

BATTERY STORAGE REDEFINING ENERGY

Structures Built For You

Paving the Path to Net-Zero with Battery Storage

When refurbishing or constructing a new building it is an ideal time to ensure it is as energy efficient as
possible. It also brings practical benifits too; you can ensure that you gain grid permission and structural
standing from the start.

We partner with specialised battery storage providers and manufacturer’s in order to be able to offer and
install technology that enables customers to harness the power of renewables, to utilise load
flexibility, and deploy energy storage. We can do this through intelligent control of onsite distributed energy
resources, optimisation of onsite electricity generation, storage and consumption against grid constraints
and markets, providing hands-on expertise.

We partner with Powell & Co Construction Ltd, who are proud to be a leading manufacturer of commercial
poultry housing and agricultural buildings.
Established in 1998, the family run business is dedicated to designing and building the best solutions for
modern poultry production. Father and son team, Don and Jason Powell, deal with businesses of all sizes in
a variety of locations and across a range of sectors. Operating from Kingsland near Leominster,
Herefordshire, the team of over 70 employees provide the complete solution from initial design right
through to bird delivery.
A quality service from start to finish comes as standard. From the initial enquiry through to site visit,
compliance and construction, a Powell build isn’t finished until all of the detailing is complete and the
customer is happy.
www.powellbuildings.com
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BATTERY STORAGE Flexible Energy Management

State-of the-art battery system can form one part of an energy eco-system. Platforms connect distributed
energy resources (DERs) across a site into a single, unified hub for visibility, automated control and
optimisation towards price volatility and energy markets. Thus, intelligently deciding how energy on a site
should be generated, stored and consumed for maximum return on investment.
The result? Lowest-cost operations within grid constraints, maximised use of on-site renewable generation,
adaptive electric vehicle charging, agile load control, and reduced carbon emissions.
Benefit from:
- Reduced energy costs through peak shaving and dynamic tariffs for import and export
- Reduced CO2 impact by maximising the consumption of on-site renewable generation and storage
- Maximised electricity generation, storage and consumption within grid constraints, avoiding hefty
penalties.
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ALT-ENERGI Service & Monitoring

EV CHARGING POINTS Be part of an electric future

ELECTRIC VEHICLE
CHARGING

Putting You In Charge
The green revolution is happening, and Alt-Group will help
put you in charge of being part of an electric future.
From 2030 the Government pledges to end the sale of
new petrol and diesel cars and vans, 10 years earlier than
planned. A £2.8 billion package of measures to support
industry and consumers will be provided to make the switch
to cleaner vehicles.
Infrastructure is changing and drivers of EV’s are factoring in
charging point locations as part of their decision making, this
is your opportunity to be part of this growing sector.
Our team of accredited installers operate throughout the UK
to install EV Charging systems from leading manufacturers
to provide the latest technology and advise on connection,
while providing options to support you on your decision
making.
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KEEPING YOUR BUSINESS
RUNNING

Service & Monitoring

Alt-Energi Services, operating under the Alt-Group brand, provide the highest level of Service and
Monitoring for Biomass, Commercial Gas and Solar PV systems.
Our dedicated service team provide 24-hour support, manned from our head office based in Worcester,
focuses on customer service specialising in renewable energy products. Working closely with our
compliance team we can ensure your system is operating within the rules set out by independent
governing bodies and can also assist with your compliance needs.

Compliance

Renewable heat is an alternative form of heating generated from sources that releases much less CO2
into the atmosphere. To encourage more people to heat their own businesses the Government previously
created the Non-Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive (NDRHI), a financial incentive to promote the use of
renewable heat while gaining the benefit from renewable solutions.
Over the life-span of the non-domestic RHI scheme, you can expect to be audited at least twice. If an
auditor uncovers compliance issues you could, at best, face lengthy delays in payments while you sort out
inconsistencies - while a serious breach could result in being thrown off the scheme and money paid
reclaimed. In our experience, auditors find most non-compliances when they start looking at paperwork
and record-keeping.
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